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Atwood lake fishing report

Lake Trout responds to hot weather by going deep. They are not afraid of the sun - they are just following the babfish. Of course, the location of the babfish also depends on the lake: where its water is found; Does it have structures such as inlets, shoal and sandbar; And how big it is. Take time to research your location. The best time of year for lake trout is often early spring. They are hungry, and they are
not very discriminating about when and where to feed. That means they're easy to catch up throughout the day. If the lake has recently lost its ice, then lake trout could be right on the surface. Later in the spring, they can be as low as 45 feet (13 meters) deep. Advertising in the summer, the Lakers swim less — up to 100 feet (30.5 meters) in some places. They're also pickier about water conditions and
feeding time. Look for calm water, and try fishing between dawn and morning, or dusk. In general, you'll have better luck on an overcast day, when the depth and the bayfish and the game fish have less light, feel more comfortable for food. You can usually fish for lake trout in the northern hemisphere until about October, but in late fall, ice on the northern lakes begin to. Lake trout eggs around October,
which can make them more visible and more prone to take risks. If you fish during trout eggs, remember not to overfish; You need to leave some lake trout eggs so they'll always be around. As you probably know, a warm, fine rain can draw fish to the surface. See the water for rainy days, minows and other baitfish activities. You can see them suddenly scatter. That means there's a predator — such as a
lake trout — in the surrounding area. See weather reports. Usually, avoid fishing for a few days after the cold front. Hot fronts can bring out fish. If the day is windy, the cast from the lakeside is swept by the wind. [Source: Skrzec] If you're on a boat, think a bit of shelter, and then cast with the wind. So how do you actually catch these fish? You have a few options: jingling and trolling. (They're not just for solo
bars any more!) Read on to know more. I am an avid gardener interested in all aspects of the growing process, from prepping my vegetable plot to making my own compost. Les Rouvets Man Med Fat Fishing Lake in Guernsey . Les Rouvets Man Med Fat Fishing Lake in Guernsey . Cindy Lausonipalli ©, when you decide to build a fishing lake you first need to find a suitable piece of land, and then the vision
is to visualize how that piece of land will once be filled with water. The most suitable places are getting on the low lying land. This ensures that water naturally, and often, will drain into the lake to avoid it drying up. An added bonus, if a stream flows along the lake, is that it can naturally provide water supplies that will drain through the newly built lake (if you have a small ditch from the stream Lake at the
lowest point of its new lake). Don't be tempted to allow the stream to feed directly into the lake itself, because in a matter of one or two years, the silt made in your new lake will reach the levels that need immediate attention. It is not only expensive to solve, but often difficult to achieve once its surrounding trees have become established, making it difficult for machinery to use silt areas. It may also require
you to drain your lake to enable silt for silt to be safely removed. However, this leaves you with a new problem of finding out that the work is complete. Common problems with fishing crossing lakes, it is very attractive to simply bind the stream and allows the lake to be filled by the man to the point that overflows the dam, (as was done in Les Rouvetts Lake pictured above). The risk here is that once the
wooden dam demeans or starts to rot, it can give way at any time, in which case where is all the water going to go? In addition, silt gradually ruins the lake until it is removed every few years. In the case of Lake Les Rouvets above, the problem is that at the end of the lake where the stream enters, now only a couple feet deep is due to the large levels of silt that have accumulated since it was first dug in
1963. In the years since the lake was first built, nearby trees and shrubs have matured, and now, the only way to remove silt is almost half full of the lake, then several weeks will be allowed for silt to enable a digger to reach the silt and remove it. But, without silt, he drowned in the buildup. It will then also remove many mature trees and shrubs to allow access to JCB of appropriate size to complete the
task, and this in itself will prove to be a very costly exercise. Make sure if you have a stream running next to your new lake, the bank between them should be high enough that if the stream is flooded after heavy rains it will not affect the lake and it will follow its natural course as usual. A monk should be built in the deepest part of the lake, which allows to control the water level, but allows the lake to be
completely drained if necessary. Does trout need to run water? It was believed that Trout required to thrive they run water, but it has proven to be a false assumption. As long as the water is clean and darker, the trout will flourish. It has been proven again and again that trout has successfully survived in concrete reservoirs and artificial ponds built by humans with no flow of water running through them.
BuiltDepths and a small lake in the early stages of having temperatures will depend largely on the depth you want to share with the fish you post it. Temperature-wise any water that lasts over 20 °C in summer is ideal for coarse fish, a cooler water that does not go above 20 °C Summer is better for trout. Rainbow trout will cope better with higher temperatures than brown trout. Coarse fish, such as cyprinids,
such as carp and tench, are very difficult, although ideally they should have deeper areas of over 1.5 - 2.0 meters where they can go for a period of winter months and stay semi-dormant until the hot weather arrives. Trout will need a minimum of 2 meters to ensure that the water remains cool enough for them to flourish. Oxygen levels naturally oxygen levels will be very important for your final fish stock.
Oxygen levels in hot weather can fall to alarming levels. To avoid this potential problem it is important firstly to ensure that your lake is not very muddy, or full of underwater weeds, and secondly that the surface area is enough to absorb as much oxygen as possible, because a deep lake with a small surface area will not absorb as much oxygen as a shallower lake with a large surface area. Water quality It
will be an important idea that you will be able to provide water quality in your new lake. Ideally the pH level should be between 6.5-8 whether intended to stock the newly constructed lake with trout or with coarse fish. You will also need to determine that the water feeding your lake is not polluted anyway, so follow your feeder streams at your source to ensure cattle, pesticides, sewage, etc. are not being
inadvertently fed into your new lake. Suitable species of fish for soil or gravel-bottomed LakesIf a gravel or hard soil down, so it would prove most suitable for trout, looking for food for cyprinid species of coarse fish such as carp and tench to stir down the muddy lakes in search of food, which would be difficult for them if there was gravel or hard soil underneath. Wildfowl such as ducks on your lake is not a
problem if the numbers are low, the dung they produce as water will be fertilized and the lake will therefore be the perfect habitat for natural foods consuming coarse fish. Before your LakeBefore you go ahead and planning to dig a big hole in the ground, considering that most anglers enjoy the feeling of being the only person fishing. It is therefore important to create a lake that does not have a perfect
circle, and give the illusion of isolation to anglers bends and curves that can be separated from trees and bushes. In addition to this advantage, there will be far more fishing space around a contour lake than a perfect circle. You'll obviously need large Earth moving machines to start building your lake, and even it's only after you get the right planning permission if you don't want to force to re-fill your newly
dug lake. Make sure you get a number of quotes for the work involved, from ideal companies who have experience digging out lakes in advance. Quotes can vary greatly, and make sure they are based on the completed job, not at the hourly rate. Your LakeTo Dam a Lake The best course of Daming Daming To find the area of the lower ground like the valley, then build a dam to trap the water and prevent
it from flowing away. It will be made far easier if the lake will be fed by a stream, although an overflow will then be clearly necessary. Keep in mind what I said before, though the stream isn't feeding immediately into the ideal lake to avoid producing silt. First you will need to remove all trees and bushes from around the proposed area, as the roots of these will, over time, act as a point for water to drain out of
the lake. The same will apply to grass, reid etc., as whilst they rot they will create routes where water can drain through, and water will always find a way! Next, you'll need to build a trench about half a meter deep in the valley where you want to keep your dam, (see figure 1 below). This will ensure that the dam is safe at the site and avoid leakage through the water. Please do not avoid this move as a
shortcut, or you may well remain regretting it. You will need to lay a drainage pipe at the base of the next dam, assuming at least 30cm in diameter you only have a very small stream feeding your lake. This pipe will only need to be used in the event that you need to remove your lake using a monk that should also be built. Make sure your pipes have posts operated on each side of them to avoid the heavy
action of the machinery to avoid disconnecting them later. These pipes should have a slightly downhill angle to ensure that the water flows in the right direction, (like your crockery draining board at home). At the top end of the pipe you need to dig a hole for the foundation of the monk, which is better. Depending on whether you have soil or does not determine on thickness. Hard soils will require a meter
thickness, but soft soils will need to dig out whatever level is required to reach firm ground. A monk with a height of 3 meters in soft soil will need a concrete foundation of at least 2 meters cubed. Do not make the mistake of taking shortcuts on this, as you will only end up with a monk who leans or is not functional. Make sure strong rods are used within concrete foundations (which should not be too wet to
avoid water leakage), and these rods should go to the full height of the monk. Keep in mind that your monk should always be built at the deepest point of the lake if you ever need to completely take the lake down. Every year or two its lake-draining enables the removal of silt, debris, and diseased fish, and facilitates easy repair. Figure 1 MonkBuilding your monk will largely depend on the depth of its lake.
Any depth over 2 meters will require a concrete or brick monk, while a wood under 2 meters will suffice. The advantages of being a monk are many, not least of which is the fact that you can periodically take down your lake to remove silt, debris, diseased fish, etc. It is important that your monk content Strong enough to allow for heavy water pressure to do this is made With the event you need to drain the
lake. Ideally a lake more than 2 meters deep would need a solid monk reinforced with an iron rod. The three walls of your concrete monk will each need to be at least 30 cm thick, and in the event you plan to build a deep lake your monk may need to be four meters high or higher. The pictures below show the view of the monk's side opening towards the lake (Fig 2), and looking down the scene from the top
of the monk (Fig 3). These represent the grooves where stop boards and grating will be located. U irons are ideal to use in these grooves as they allow boards to slide up and down very easily when necessary. If the pipeline and monk measure the aperture of 30cm will require two irons welded together then they are running parallel 30cm apart. Holding the addition of two U irons should be two cross bars,
one at the top and one about 10cm from the bottom. These should not be the lakeside of the frame or they will make the handling of boards difficult. Make sure all iron is covered in anti-corrosion paint. Two bottom ends of the U iron frame will need to be embedded in concrete foundations, ideally when concrete is being inserted. The frame should be absolutely straight, and should be checked with both
horizontal and vertical emotion levels and supported in their position with poles. The frame can be used as a guide to monk's construction when concrete is set. Depending on whether you simply need to turn off surface water, or if you need the ability to move water away from a different level, it will determine how many sets of boards you need. A set will only allow drainage of surface water, while two sets
of boards to different levels must be allowed. This means there are three sets of U iron grooves. The exterior will hold back debris and fish, the third-highest-placing boards regulating lake levels. Second, the middle to hold a board, one of which is replaced by grating a similar size. This grating should slide up and down easily and it can be placed at the level at which you want to draw from the water, (see
figure 4 below). If you want to remove water from the bottom of the lake for example, you'll slide the grating to another, or middle, under the set of grooves, and slide down the boards to relax above the grating. The water would then flow through grating and then down and out through the third, highest section, monk through the monk and through the pipeline, (see figure 5). The actual level of the lake is
always controlled by the height of the boards in the innermost set of grooves. The way this is achieved is by temporarily placing an extra board in the third innermost set of the board so that all the water stops flowing. Each board has ilets For them, and using a long hook iron, (see figure 6 below), you will then draw all the boards and grating, then remove the temporary board from the third section so that the
water flows again. Grating can be kept when the lake has to be emptied so that the bars are horizontal. As water flows through debris only blocks the top bars, water will allow free flow through lower bars. Naturally it would require less attention if all the bars were vertical. The used boards should not be made from oak, such as left in contact with U iron for a long period of time the action of acid in wood can
destroy iron. Stop boards are best for elm. Once your monk has been created it must be sung to prevent leaks inside and out. Make sure the last three or four pipes on the outflow are put to bed with as much concrete as possible. This is because in the event of an emergency and you need to quickly drain down your lake, the force of the water could shift past pipes as a result of washing your dam
completely away. Dam construction phase 2 Once your monk is complete and the concrete has become rigid, you'll need to dig another trench toward the bottom of the outlet pipe, and it will then need to be connected to the original stream. On the upper side of the monk's front lake (which is not currently grating any off board or fit), you dig another ditch toward the stream so that the stream is directed
through the monk, in the original stream bed. Then you need to block the old stream bed so that it dries up. It will be filled up soon as the dam is started. The stream in which the bed will have the foundation of the dam will be completely cleaned of all vegetation, after which you can bring heavy machinery. Assuming you are using a bulldozer it is important that the layer is created entirely by the dam layer.
For example, if your dam is going to be 50 meters wide at the base, the bulldozer should push over the entire part of that 50-meter width from the start, and as the dam grows more and narrows, it should continue to travel over the entire width of the dam. The weight of the machines will then strengthen the earth below. As the machine comes close to your pipe you have to be very careful that the earth he is
going apart will not push your pipes apart from the pressure and cause them to block. This can happen even when the bulldozer is several metres away. To prevent this, the machine stopped 8 metres away from the pipeline. Then make the machine bladeful of clay at a lower speed, and gradually lift the blade and let the soil fall down in front of the machine, before reversing at a good 20 m or so gentle
speed. It will need to be repeated unless there are two or three men enough to shovel it forward to earth And eventually pipe themselves over where they'll need to walk it down strongly. Once three or four meters of soil is over the pipe, the bulldozer can carefully drive over the soil to sed it down. For the first 20-30 trips on buried pipes the machine should be run slowly until the earth is completely
compressed and there is no tendency to move the pipes. It is worth checking the pipe from time to time to ensure that daylight is still visible at the other end. If not, the pipe will need to be moved and dug and reorganized. The soil used to build its dam should be as waterproof as possible, so the obvious choice is a soil soil possibly topped with another type of soil so that the soil is simply unlikely to slip
away. You can never overdo the width of your dam, and the wider it is, the more stable it is going to be. Generally spoken, the width at the top of the dam should be equal to the height of the dam. In other words, a dam that is 5 meters high should also be 5 meters wide at the top, (see figure 9 below). The final height of your dam should be around 50-60 cm above the highest water level of the lake. The
bigger the lake, the bigger it should be the safety margin. Overflow will regulate the level of the lake, and this level should be slightly below the monk's top board. In other words, surplus water should always get out through its overflow, not through its monk. What is very important is that the depth should never deepen from under the monk to dig his machines, otherwise you will be unable to escape the lake
completely. In addition, the edges of the lake should be sloping towards the centre and the slope towards the monk and dam under the lake. Overflow overflow is important in addition to a monk, (who in itself should not be trusted only as a means of maintaining water levels). Even if the stream feeding your lake is too small, the overflow will have to be large enough to allow for unexpected storms or
flooding that can produce a huge surge of water through your lake. If you look at figure 7 below you will see that the overflow is located where the dam joins the edge of the valley. It is important that your overflow is built on virgin soil that has not been disturbed by machines to reduce the risk of water leakage, and possibly remove your dam at high speed. First dig a channel 30 cm below the future level of
the lake. Start this excavation towards the lake, and then slowly lower down towards the stream into an arch where it exits the pipeline under the dam. The width of the lake shore channel should be about 4 metres. The channel can be narrower and darker as it slopes down the offside of the dam. To prevent water levels within the lake from suddenly rising, the intake of overflows needs to be very wide on
the lake side. It is also wise to allow room for a fish barrier made of granularity Plastic net, which will prevent your fish from escaping, and catch any debris. The wider this obstacle is the less attention it will need to clarify. The fish barrier is usually semi-circular and staked one or two meters firmly in front of the overflow. The 30cm channel is to create a floor for overflows made of concrete you dug beneath
lake level. This floor will need to be extended a metre or more into the lake, (see Figure 8) in profiles below to see it. Water under the floor will need to be expanded a meter or so into the lake to prevent leakage. The edges of the overflow behind the dam can be made of brickwork, or concrete, and the entire structure will need to be strengthened with an iron rod. It will also be necessary to have the ears of
both sides of the overflow to prevent the sepage. Do not forget when overflow is being built that it controls the level of the lake, so with regard to the monk it should allow for a slightly lower water level than the top of the board in the monk. Keep in mind that overflow is being made before filling the water in the lake. Currently all the water is running through the hermit and pipes under the dam. If you
experience unexpected heavy rain for several weeks, problems can arise, in which case monks and pipes may not be able to take all the water. If the water rises to a point where it reaches the top of the dam and then moves over it, your dam may flow completely. It is a good idea to construct overflows before the dam if your stream is unpredictable. The lake can be filled up three to four weeks after the work
is completed. This delay is to allow all concrete hardening to do, and to check to see if monk or overflow is settled in any way. This should be done slowly when you start filling the lake, and the inflow hatch boards should be adjusted to ensure that the lake does not exceed 5 to 8 cm every day. The pressure on your structures will be considerable as water rises, so if the water rises only slowly it will enable
you to correct any problems. Figure 7figure 8SummaryFindd is a piece of land that is suitable for the type of fish you want to stock your lake with. i.e. 2-3 meters depth for trout fishery or at least 1.5 m for coarse fishery. Determine your levels so that there is no risk of flooding in any neighbouring land. Divert the stream (if you have one), a new stream around the lake in bed. Clean all the vegetation from the
ground where you want to site your dam. Lay your pipes and build your monk. Make sure the earth that builds the newly constructed dam is properly consolidated and that the right angle has been obtained, i.e. the lake side is 1 in 4 and the angle on the offside is 1 in 3, (see figure 9 below). Overflow It is built in the right place where the dam joins virgin soil along the valley. Drain trench at lake bottom to dig
Evacuation is easy in future years. Figure 9Strise you now have to consider what vegetation is around your lake and if you want to build decorating fishing etc. It's wise to settle the lake for a month or two before attempting to stock it with fish, and then you'll probably need to feed the supplement for a while until the natural food supplies establish themselves. Part of the research sources from my own
experience I found in the 1984 book called Make-In-Game Fishing written by the late Alex Behrendt a very useful source of research. The diagrams used in this hub were drawn by Catherine Behrendt and obtained from the same book as above. This article is accurate and true to the best of the author's knowledge. The content is for informational or entertainment purposes only and does not have the
option for personal advice or professional advice in business, financial, legal, or technical matters. CommentsMikeh1809 on December 22, 2018: Yes our lake was, if we used the word pond then it probably wouldn't. I asked the planner the difference he laughed and wasn't able to answer! Cindy Lawson (author) from Guernsey (Channel Island) on November 10, 2018: Not John in our case, because our
lake already existed and we restored it. John on November 10, 2018: Did your lake need planning permission? Austin Daniel on September 18, 2018: I'm mayor of a small town. Well I have a dog and we want to build a lake because it's called Lake City so I don't get how to do it. Cindy Lawson (author) from Garnsey (Channel Islands) on February 17, 2017: Hi Syndberg. I wish I could advise on this aspect
of building a fishing lake, but the planting gentleman of all bushes and trees who was ours constructed in the early 1960's so I'm not sure about the exact names of the plants he used. The trees we have around our lake were also planted by him and include weeping willows, sweet walnuts, leylandii, oaks and other native type species. I would avoid Leylandii because they're huge, only have shallow roots
and therefore blow down in severe wet and windy weather. We lost two huge people over the last 11 years and they were doing a lot of work to cut and remove. Not sure I could advise on the stones either, but think any clean rocks will be fine. Our lake is fed up with a natural stream so any stones or rocks were already there. Your local garden center may well sell ponds and rocks suitable for rookies,
though as I know is ours. Hope it helps, and good luck with your exciting new project. Cindybarg on February 17, 2017: Hi Cindy, I see that you have trees and shrubs next to your lake. Any suggestions which work best as the lake doesn't dry up? And placement of them ... I want to send you some plans eventually so you can help me decide the safest option. Also, if you have any advice about what type of
stones is a brook that will not contaminate the water To include? These are just the beginning of the questions as I are A new property for us and we are very excited to take this opportunity to stay close to nature, create wildlife habitat and reduce our footprint. I love your response to this article and people's questions.. । Thank you so much! Cindybarg on February 17, 2017: Hi Cindy, I see that you have
trees and shrubs next to your lake. Any suggestions which work best as the lake doesn't dry up? And placement of them ... I want to send you some plans eventually so you can help me decide the safest option. Also, if you have any advice about what type of stones to include in a brook that will not contaminate water? These are just the beginning of questions as it is a new property for us and we are very
excited for the opportunity to live close to nature, create wildlife habitat and reduce our footprint. I love your response to this article and people's questions.. । Thank you so much! Cindy Lawson (author) from Guernsey (Channel Island) on Aug. 04, 2016: Our lake was originally built as a trout lake as it goes. Before the silt began to be constructed, it went up to a depth of about 17 feet. We don't get the very
cold winter here in Guernsey so the lowest temperature we have is about - 5 degrees Celsius and the lake is frozen only once in 11 years we have had it. I'm not an expert of trout I have to say, but would imagine 17 feet is not likely enough if the freeze on the lake, but if it's likely to freeze on deep is usually better. Glad you enjoyed this article.goldentouch on August 03, 2016: Great Blog! What depth
should a lake be if you plan on having trout in the lake? In winter, the temperature goes down from 15 to 20 °c. Will remain frozen on the lake in winter. I suspect that would kill winter in their winter time. Cindy Lawson (author) from Guernsey (Channel Island) on July 21, 2013: Thanks Kirk, that would be great. I also honestly wish you luck in getting home as you do sound passionate about it. Look forward
to seeing your lake if all goes well, and of course we would love to show you around us :)RegardsCindykirk tennant July 21, 2013: Thank you for your information if we get home I defo you had a fish full of fish in the lake in exchange for your knowledge again. Rather than say where the house is until I don't defoe we have less people as it's the better chance we're getting it you don't do it as soon as we do.
As I'm in love with it lolCindy Lawson (author) from Guernsey (Channel Island) July 19, 2013: Hi Kirk, you don't need a license as such, but what you might need to do is talk to the planning department to make sure they are happy with the 'change of use' being a public fishing. They shouldn't cause you too much of a problem unless you're not looking to put toilets, litter bins etc on site. You will also need to
inspect from health and safety because they do it Want to check if you have enough security measures like we put out Lifebelts on ropes so they could be thrown out by someone who had fallen in, we had the risk of falling into the fence from some areas of the lake where people etc you would also need to get public liability insurance if you are planning to sell day tickets, costing it around £250 per year.
What I would say to you is not to expect it to make a profit. We have struggled in Guernsey for people to try even coarse fishing, and this is not least because the Guernsey people are set their way and really only seem interested in fishing in the sea. They can't get their heads around why someone wants to fish they return to the water and not eat, when they can go to the sea and fish for free and eat what
they want to pay for the fish for the catch. Even the Guernsey Freshwater Angling Society has only about 55 members and they pay about £60 a year membership which entitled them to various unused quarries and fish one or two ponds around the island. We charge people £50 a year for membership or £10 for a 24-hour day ticket, and we don't even cover the low fares we pay for the lake and its
surrounding land. I think right now we have about 10 Members, and we probably sell two or three-day tickets around spring and summer a week, and no one the rest of the year. It's actually a viable business enterprise rather than a labor of love, Especially when you factor in extra costs like having grass around the lake cuts, insurance, general maintenance of things like weir, moving and dealing with the
hassle of any tree that come down (we lost 12 during the snow this year), to keep an eye on the lake to make sure no one is hunting fish etc. I'm curious to know where you're buying here, not least because there aren't many houses in Guernsey that have large lakes with them. I also know that if you would be interested in selling two or three of your large mirror carp as we do not allow the importation of any
cyprinid species of fish into the Channel Islands not allowed to start out of them for the KHV or SVC virus island which we are currently free of. For this reason we have relied on something we were given and some youngsters we managed to buy locally about 6 years ago. All the rest of our carp were either sourced from the reservoir here, or were donated to us by fish that give locals keep fish. It would be
fantastic if someone like myself was willing to get away with two or three already in good shape that we can add to our existing fish (just go about 32lb in our weight, and that one is a big ghost carp). Anyway, we would be grateful if you would consider it. If you want to contact me privately you can email me at fishing@lesrouvetslake.com, you may also like to take a look at our website if you are not already
(the link is in blue in the text of the third paragraph of this article). Hope to hear from you. July 19, 2013 ToCindykirk tennant regards: Hi The moment comes with a lake stocked with a house buying in Garnsey that is a very large fish and wondering whether the license you need to go public fish on this as an income is stocked with much larger mirror carp and hence onCindy Lawson (author) from Guernsey
(Channel Island) on July 11, 2013 You can make the stream look beautiful at a high level, just make it look like a miniature waterfall with rocks etc. to splash it (all the water helps in mesh oxygen). The stream flowing at the same level as a lake is easily remembered, and doesn't look particularly special (or even noticeable) at all. I know this because the stream that feeds our main lake is only a 'single level'
stream, and it's barely seen by anyone, plus it gets easily elevated. A waterfall though doesn't just look good, but also feels good. A good range of plants and fish will help keep your lake water healthy, especially if you quickly incorporate some oxygening type of plants. As you will lose a fair amount of water for evaporation, pumping fresh water from your well will help keep the water fresh and clean too.
You're embarking on an exciting project, and I'm sure if you persevere you'll find the results you're aiming for, and by being unique you can be a great business for either locals or tourists if you wanted to go down that route.shamsAlAriyaf July 11, 2013: The truth is I can always create the stream at a high level , but it won't look as good as a low-level stream. I will try to reduce the water habitat time in the
lake so that the water in the lake does not stabilize for more than 3-5 days (I do not know). Maybe that will help. To be honest with you I have some quite nervousness about the whole thing as it's a big project and a new concept for me.. । I'm afraid I can mess it up! I will, though, work out the design with an engineering office, if I get one. I am seriously thinking this may be an amazing project for voting,
which has not been done anywhere in Saudi Arabia! Cindy Lawson (author) from Guernsey (Channel Island) on July 11, 2013: Well we currently have a koi pond that is too man-made and he is fed with water that comes from the main lake (which in our case luckily is at a high level from Koi Pond). To aerated a pond we drove a simple siphon system using the length of the leading hoesing in the length of
the standard drain pipe from the main lake that we suspended over a pond. Gravity does the rest as siphon constantly takes water from the main lake and causes an impact like a tap running fairly fast. This means there is no need to pump electricity or anything. What you can do is pump your up to a mini pond from your lake (or even a tank) that you make at a high level of ground to get water pumped, so a
similar siphon system is set up so that it goes back from the tank or pond to the main lake. Alternatively there's any way you Can increase the stream to The same level compared to the lake so that when it comes 'into the lake' it's already a few feet above the water line and so will come almost like a small waterfall. You could still pump water into the man-made stream, but it would wind up as it would come
into the lake either way. Overall this will save you the cost of running an erter (and trouble if it ever breaks down). When the lake is empty, the plant is again planted. Well, I wouldn't do that until there was at least some water in the lake already. Plants are designed to live in water, so planting them in a plain clay clay bed would not be likely to work. You'll definitely need to weigh them down with stones
initially regardless, as otherwise when you fill the lake they won't have time to root properly and will just float up to the surface. Plants plant early on too, at least a few months before you add fish or you risk displacing fish them (flag iris type more in terms of plants as they are more awkward in size than properly weighing down, unlike lilies which are easier). Again the concrete wall, well it shouldn't really be
necessary if you're using plenty of good clay soil, but I don't think it will hurt to do so as a back plan. Even incorporating plenty of rocks into its soil mix will help to stabilize the sides without needing a wall though. When we restored the no pond from being mostly empty of water and completely overgrown and we had to peddle it again, we simply plugged gaps with loads of hardcore rocks and stones etc. and
then covered all of that in a thick layer of clay soil. The pond was immediately unindisputable and filled right in about two days. I hope it helps. shamsAlAriyaf on July 11, 2013: Great signs again, Misty/Getty Images Yes, I think dropping the current back on the lake from a high level is good, but it can be hard to do so because I'm planning on using pumps to pull water to pull water off the lake and then lead
the gravitational water back to the lake. I would use another set of pumps to pull water from a collection pool at the end of the stream to drop water. So, I'm thinking one might be working instead of watar. Great tip on leaving plants in water by connecting them with stones... I will try to do that. You don't think planting them before filling the lake will work? Finally, I'm thinking of a conceret wall, 1 meter high,
standing around the base of the lake along the edges to help keep the lake from collapsing! Not sure if it's necessary, but it seems like a good idea. Cindy Lawson (author) from Guernsey (Channel Island) july 10, 2013: Hi Fahad, sounds like a great project and one I see no reason for failing. We don't filter or stream our lake oxygen, but the stream that feeds into it is natural so new water is being provided
all the time. I suspect your biggest problem will be water evaporation in high heat, but if Are going to pump it by themselves It may not be an issue for you. If you're recycling water for oxygen purposes then pump it up so that when it returns it goes back to the main lake from a slight height as much oxygen trap as possible (adds one or two meters above the lake surface). Re-growing plants, well we've never
had a problem, and soil soil actually holds on nutrients far better than most soils so there's no reason for plants not to grow in it. As time goes on the natural layer of decaying plant matter, fish feces etc. will provide a rich means for plants to grow. We have water lilies mostly right now, and they thrive and spread happily (plus looking beautiful and ideal for fish going to hide under, eggs within etc.). Just get
some young plants, tie them on a rock, and gently throw them into the water where you want them to grow (but try to make sure that the existing leaves are no more than 12 inches above the surface so that they can quickly grow on top (don't worry, they will naturally spread deep water). We also have flag iris on the lake boundaries, and they also thrive in conditions. The lake, 6 months or older, will
naturally be more likely to succeed plants and fish. Hope it helps and I really wish you luck with this project. Misty on July 09, 2013, needless to say, provided you something very useful, and difficult to find, information on this topic! Your views on my situation will be greatly appreciated... I'll call it up to make in the bullets. * I intend to build a 0.75 acre (approximately 3000 sqm) lake in my property in the
middle of Saudi Arabia! Yes, there, where it's warm and sunny a good 4-6 months a year. * I have plenty of water in a nearby well. * The main objective is aesthetics, but private fishing will be a big plus. * After reading your amazing article, I decided to build the lake myself, with help from paid workers of all kinds. I do not think there are specilaized companies, and yet they charge too much. * I plan to dig 2.5
meters to create some random lake sizes. * Mud and mud seem to be available on the property itself. People used to build their homes here using mud. I will line the base and sides with about 1 meter thick soil. * But here's something different I'm thinking, and want your input on. I plan to use water pumps to draw water from the lake and pour over a curved stream that goes back to the lake. Do you think
it's a reasonable alternative to lake filtering and oxygen?* Finally, how do you grow plants in the lake with all that hard soil on the bottom? I know the activity on this article is a little slow, but hey, it's still a great article. Fahad.Cindy Lawson (Author) from Guernsey (Channel Island) February 19, 2013: Hi Mohammed, I'm not sure I can really help here. First of all, so much on this point Does where you plan to
live (necessary permissions, soil types, etc.). 80 square meters that's not all big, so if you were a fishing lake you were to build It does not keep many fish in it assuming that you wanted them to grow in the shape of a decent fish. You also need to check how deep you can dig because carp requires a good depth of water in particular. Most of the other information you need are already in this article (or in the
comments), so I can't really add it any further. Good luck. Mohamed February 19, 2013: Hello there, I want to build an artificial lake in the garden of my house, but I thought it might be a good idea, but I would like to have my garden with an area of 80 square meters.my of email address where please your advice: mase_01@hotmail.comBest relationship. Mohammed bin Eid.Cindy Lawson (author) from
Guernsey (Channel Islands) december 23, 2012:I I wish I could help Sean, but I live in Guernsey, so I'm not aware of relevant companies that help plan and design lakes near where you are. I know that such companies exist though, but you may need to do a Google search for 'lake designers', 'lake planners' etc. and see what comes. For example when I just tried the first site on this list it was one: On



December 23, 2012 Gorman my email address s.gorman@btinternet.com please if you can help me, I have 45 acres in the center of Gloucester. Next to the river severn and a stream that runs along the side there are about 5 to 7 acres which I want to go turn into a fishing lake I've talked to planners and they're happy with the idea so I need to find out who needs to plan and design a suitable lake or lakes.
Please email me back if you can help, with many thanks Sean Gorman.Cindy Lawson (Author) from your Guernsey (Channel Island) on November 29, 2012:I There is a fear that I have no experience of using these 'greenfingers26', but I have heard of them and have doubts if the regular empty will reduce the amount of these very rarely produced silt. If they work, naturally these are far better options than
the actual lake extract and fish.greenfingers26 on November 29, 2012:Hello: Hello, first of all this hub is very interesting, ive just reading some questions and your answers about making fishing lakes, the subject of silt construction is very interesting. I have a 0ne acre stream flowing into the lake and there are two silt nets before the water entering the lake. The first silt trap is located about 10ft round and 4ft
deep and just as the stream enters my land, and the second is just a few metres from the lake which is about 8ft x 4ft and 2.5ft deep. The distance between the nets is about 100ft both filled with traps and ready for a clean out, so they are doing their job. I hope they are getting heavy machinery as silt is a frightening prospect. Do you or any fellow Hubbers have any experience of this type of silt trap? And
they're a better solution than having to carry actual lake drain and fish Traps are full but I have no idea how effective they really are. Cindy Lawson (Author) from Guernsey (Channel Islands) on April 29, 2012:I So happy you found this useful Pablo and I would love to hear how you ondrummer 1 april 29, 2012: Wow that was early, I've no longer been looking for ages with no results, I typed in what you said,
and bingo it came to a site, I've already sent them an email and am waiting for them to go back to me.... Thanks for the correct spelling of coarse it made all the difference, thankyou once again for your ProMT answer, I know you how I get on.mucho is concerned.Pablo.... Cindy Lawson (author) from Guernsey (Channel Islands) April 29, 2012: Hi Pablo, it's hard to know who could transport fish to you in
Spain as we got our fat fish locally for us. There are plenty of coarse fishing in France, which may be your best bet because they can be transported to you without the need to go abroad. I would be inclined to recommend a Google search for 'French fishing', or 'buying coarse fish in France', 'buying coarse fish in Spain' etc. (remember it is spelled 'coarse'no ' course ' which has made a common mistake). If
you can find just a good contact this way they should at least be able to recommend a source of coarse fish to you, even if they are unable to supply you yourself. The main fish you want are carp, preferably mirror carp and common carp, so you can run similar searches for these, and hope that the places you find can keep you in touch with suppliers of other coarse fish such as 'tench, rudd, roach, bream',
etc. Don't forget to check the legal requirements for importing fish into Spain as you may need a health certificate for them, etc. Good Luckdrummer April 1 29, 2012: Hola, my name is Pablo and I live in Spain. I'm about to build an Acer Lake 1 on some land I bought a few years ago. I've found your page very useful. The problem I have now is that I cant see not get any live course fish lake stock, do you
know about any exporters that I can contact................... Khan313:oho on April 29, 2012! Sorry madam, thanx for everything............. We are The Peaceful People Cindy Lawson (author) from Garnsey (Channel Islands) on April 28, 2012: I'm not afraid I can do anything I can email you to Khan, but everything you need to know is within this article anyway. I wrote it a few years ago now and it came from my
experience, research and access to the information in the book I mentioned within the article itself. I can only suggest that you even try to get the book, although it is now out of print and can therefore be quite expensive to buy. The book is a 1984 book titled Sports Fisheries in the Making, written by the late Alex Behrend. I found our copy through Google Search online, so you can also get a copy in the
same way Khan313:mikhan648@hotmail.comKhan313 April 28, 2012 on April 28, 2012: Hi Madam, if you have an easy model for fishing lake construction in document form please send me send My e-mail ...... Thanks to April 28, 2012, Thank you MadamKhan313: Thank you Madam, Cindy Lawson (author) from Guernsey (Channel Islands) on April 27, 2012: Concrete is not ideal as I explained to
someone else earlier in the comments here. My words for them were: I would not go down the concrete route because 1) concrete is unsafe, 2) 3 thick would be nothing like strong enough to stop things like earth movement or cracking concrete and minor variations in tree roots from 3) It is not a natural surface so it will take years for any kind of natural debris to build on the bottom for creatures like blood
worm etc. to build on fish ready to eat. When feeding many fish rummage around in this mud, (especially carp which are mainly devouring below.) you will also limit the possibilities for plants etc. if your lake was solid around and below. I will describe what you end up with as more of a reservoir than a lake. Khan313 on April 27, 2012: Assalamoalikum Madam, if I have made fishing lake by concrete is it good
for fishes or not? Khan313 on April 26, 2012: Thank you very much about everything...... Khan313 on April 26, 2012: Thank you very much............. Cindy Lawson (author) from Guernsey (Channel Island) april 25, 2012: Hi Khan, 30 feet is actually quite small, and you might struggle to keep many fish successfully in such a small pond (especially if you plan to fish for them) though it's not impossible. If you're
determined to try it you at least need to make sure it's too deep, and remember that oxygen in the water will very quickly disappear into a pond with a small surface area (especially in a hot climate), so you won't be able to keep many fish in it until they are small enough. Your subsequent questions are answered in the article and here are the comments already, But in short, you need your pond a line of clay
for a decent thickness to avoid drainage of water, you need to plant proper oxygenated plants in the pond, you need to give the pond at least 6 months to be installed before presenting any fish, and natural food should be produced in the mud that over time pond/lake bottom forms, plus insects, etc. that will fall or wash in the water day by day. You may need to top up the food to some extent with fish pellets,
etc. if the pond is not very well established or if it is overstocked with too much fish. If your fish starts to die they may not be getting enough oxygen or enough food. I hope it helps. Khan313 on April 25, 2012: Venerable Madam, mistyhorizon2003,I am from a distant region of Pakistan [KPK Kohistan (Rural Area)] and I am a student of 6th semester of environmental sciences at COMSATS University. As I
want to build a very small lake for about 30 feet of fishing, I need your advice on the following problem The area where I want to build the fishing lake is very rocky and also if i have to do for fish to feed any artificial or natural sources Natural and easy way please tell me Madam I will be very grateful to you.......... Cindy Lawson (author) from Guernsey (Channel Island) March 12, 2012: Good luck KJErd, I'm
sure you'll be very successful and find the whole experience very rewarding. KJErd on March 12, 2012: Thank you! We first dug the lake with our equipment and laid light gravel at the base for engineering purposes. We also used some concrete to help go around and used some rebar and reinforced concrete for some parts, but now we're using clay, around 2-3 feet as you suggested. Thanks to everything,
we will contact nearby companies for advice on proper plants. Cindy Lawson (Author) from Guernsey (Channel Islands) on March 12, 2012:I Guernsey lives in KJErd, so I have no idea where you can source the right plants, but you could contact your local fishery or a local aquarium to see what sources they suggest. You worried about using gravel and concrete for your new lake line. Gravel is a natural
drainage medium, and concrete is easily damaged by pressure from tree roots, land shifts etc. Clay clay is the best option, but using a thick layer as I described in a previously but still recent comment. To grow your plants, do not pollute the water well they will quickly install on providing their own, so just make sure you are enough to start your new ecosystem. We were lucky, our lake was already
established when we took it, surrounded by flag iris etc. We added a few more plants like lilies to make it better for anglers. KJErd on March 11, 2012: Great Read! I have all the tools needed to dig the lake and have ground to do it. But once I dig the lake, I'm planning on lining it up with light amounts of soil, gravel, and some concrete to help live in the water. Will it work? And when I want to stock it with
fish, what do I have to do to grow plants? Where do I get these plants from? Thanks to read1Cindy Lawson (author) from Garnsey (Channel Islands) on March 06, 2012: Welcome to Anit :)Nit Ghosh on March 06, 2012: Grrrrrreat!! Many thanks from Garnsey (Channel Islands) on March 05, 2012:) Cindy Lawson (author): Hi Anit. In your situation I would buy into clay clay to line down and sides. You will
need a thick layer though or water will penetrate it. I would go for at least 2 feet thick. If the soil soil has just been transported from a site where it naturally it shouldn't need any treatment (although you could test a soil sample to make sure there are no signs of contaminants) as you won't be stocking the lake with fish at least six months after it's filled anyway , by which time the plants will be added you will
be established and nature must find a natural balance. Of course you test the water before you Will also need stock, but you'll have a good idea if everything is ok or not, you'll have a good idea by watching other wildlife thriving in and on (Birds, dragonflies, midges, frogs, etc.). I won't go down the concrete route because 1) concrete is unsafe, 2) 3 thick will be nothing like strong enough to stop things like
earth movement or cracking concrete and slight variation in tree roots from 3) It's not a natural surface so it will take years for any kind of natural debris to build on the bottom for creatures like blood worm etc. Thrive in ready to eat. When feeding many fish rummage around in this mud, (especially carp which are mainly devouring below.) you will also limit the possibilities for plants etc. if your lake was solid
around and below. I will describe what you end up with as more of a reservoir than a lake. I can't think of any other suggestions right now, but basically I believe clay clay is your best bet anyway. Anit Ghosh on March 05, 2012: Hi.I read through the page and realized that it is very informative and exactly what I was looking for. Thank you very much!!! I need your advice on the following problem: I have built a
lake (2000 ft square) and am unable to hold water.Will it work if I buy clay clay and line down? If so, what should be the thickness of the layer? Also, does soil soil need any treatment? Alternatively, will a 3 layer of reinforced concrete solve the problem? Finally, is there any other way to solve the problem? Cindy Lawson (author) from Guernsey (Channel Island) on March 04, 2012: A stream should not be
necessary as long as the lake is lined with a decent layer of soil as natural water will build through rain. You might want to fill the lake partly using tankers at the start just so that you can start some oxygenating plants to bring the lake to life. You should definitely not need an electric oxygenator because the right balance of natural plants and wildlife will keep water oxygenated. Give the lake at least 6
months of this before attempting to stock up with fish, and preferably get water tested by your local fisheries or water board before starting them. dealea on March 04, 2012: Hi there, wondering if you can help me.. । iv. Just planning for a one acre lake on my land in northwest Britain has been allowed, the land is flat and there is no stream near the water level above, would it still be worth doing and if so will I
use an electric oxygenator? Thanks xCindy Lawson (author) from Guernsey (Channel Islands) on March 01, 2012: Sorry Johnny and Anandi, the comment had to be removed as spam. Feel free to post an actual comment with no link included. Cindy Lawson (author) from Guernsey (Channel Islands) on February 21, 2012: Thanks zendaya, I'm glad you think so.zendaya February 21, 2012: Wow this site is
really informative from Lawson (author) Guernsey (Channel Islands) on January 24, 2012: Hi Rob, that's a bit like 'string' of string questions Piece. Variables are huge, factors like: which country you're in, what local rates rates Must pay, third party liability insurance costs where you are, labor costs, machinery rental or purchase fees, prices and availability of suitable fish in your location, lake size that you
intend to make, etc. It would be impossible to give you a figure, all I can do is tell you what I've done here as a rough guide to the kind of things you'll have to pay out for. It would be best to get local quotes where you are to relevant things in the list. Rob on January 24, 2012:I Looking to open a fishing lake and farm, what kind of cost will I be looking after buying the land? Cindy Lawson (author) from
Guernsey (Channel Island) on January 15, 2012: You welcome Martin, good luck and I hope you're using a solution to find, maybe even digging a dragline from the dam end. Martin Mathieson on January 15, 2012: Thank you very much: You have been extremely helpful. Cindy Lawson (author) from Guernsey (Channel Island) on January 14, 2012: These images could help even with the dragline digger.
They use them a lot in mining etc, so thinking about it you might be able to use one if the damn end might get to a rather dugger. ANd9GcTNTvTTWw9s... ... Cindy Lawson (author) 2012: Dragliner digger is a bit like a crane, and it takes out a bucket on the pulley where you need it, then pulls the pulley bucket back towards the crane where the bucket is lifted and emptied, (see picture in the link below). I
have to say from what you are describing I think you can create an important problem unless you use it by removing trees. Have you considered trying chemicals that break silt without poisoning water? ... Martin Matheson on January 14, 2012: Thanks for this - how does a drag-line digger work? My lake is nearly 400 yards long between 200 and 50-80 yards wide. On one side is a rein path (and trees
preventing use), on the other hand there is a steep bank and established trees. Only access is on top, just beyond the wall of the dam. I've had some people look at it, but we're struggling to find a solution! Any advice you can offer will be appreciated. Cindy Lawson (author) from Guernsey (Channel Island) January 13, 2012: Hi Martin, I don't know how bad your reach is, and I know ours isn't great, but we're
in the process right now removed from the lake by using silt digging a 'drag line.' It would have needed a JCB because of access and impossible 'arm reach', even if we could have met under a lake where we needed (which we couldn't). To achieve this we have drained the lake right down so that it is only about 25% full (fish are contained in this area). At this point it's our plan to have dug in front of a big 'silt
trap' (just a 6-8-foot-deep hole), The stream comes into the lake. It will take years to fill with silt, but when it does it will be far easier to just reduce lake levels a bit, and then scoop out the build from this trap. As far as we have been advised that this should solve most of the problem with silt until we get the hole dug up again from time to time. Martin Matheson on January 13, 2012: Hi - I recently bought a 7-
acre lake near Limoges in France. I am keen to keep it a nature haven, however, with feeding in a stream and exiting at the end of the dam, we have a problem with siltation and use. Most of the lake is not accesable due to the characteristics of the tree and surroundings. Any recommendations? Going forward, gad traps help if then how are they best constructed? Many thanks. Cindy Lawson (author) from
Guernsey (Channel Islands) January 02, 2012: Hi Paddy, I'm not afraid I do, though I think it's a great idea to do so with my country. You can contact some of the Irish fisheries to try to ask them as they will know a lot of people in this area I think. This link could help: Luckpaddy Kennedy on January 02, 2012: Hi I am a farmer from Carlo in the south east of Ireland 10 acres that is running along the River
Barrow I have a plan for a course fishing lake to turn 4 acres, but I do not have enough knolage to do so I wondered if you knew any experts in this area in Ireland that I could hire for consultation advice. Cindy Lawson (author) from Guernsey (Channel Islands) on December 22, 2011: Hi sister928b, I am sorry, I have no idea on this as we live in the British Channel Island of Guernsey, and our laws,
authorities etc are therefore completely different to yours. I hope you find a solution. sister928b on December 22, 2011: A homeowner in our subdivision created a lake that we think is illegal.... It's flooding the property of every people around it.. । There was a creek running behind the neighborhood and he just dug a big hole. We don't think he acquired the permit etc. Who do we report to him. We are on
December 16, 2011 from Garnsey (Channel Islands) to N. C. Cindy Lawson (author) lives in: Silt has neck pain, but you can control it to a degree with certain chemicals and periodically dry down and dredge out of the lake (every ten years or so). Silt will take a long time to build though, and right now our lake has been drained down by about two-thirds whilst a new weir is put in and then the existing silt is
removed by a drag line digger. We're doing this through friends who can use the tool, and if you have people who can do it (and you have free access to the tool), I recommend this method because labor per hour is so expensive otherwise, and it's going to take a lot of hours (this advice applies to any job when it's building a lake including digging, including digging it out). Josh on December 16, 2011: Hi my
father and I of some land in the Midwest part of the States Two gillies that meet in the middle of the property and about 5 acres in powerful size can be damed to the lake. There is a problem of water and silt because water flows only when there is rain. Due to one of the small-sized gullies of a S size and land, it is impossible to construct a lake along its shores to prevent silt buildup. Do you think this would
be the best way around the problem? Also, is it better to rent earth moving equipment if you know how to use it, or just hire a professional? Thank you! Cindy Lawson (author) from Garnsey (Channel Islands) on November 29, 2011: Avril :)Arvi on November 29, 2011 Thanks for sharing: a lot of budding lake owners; Check these people work: www.soilmovers.comlots of lakes and resources to understand
how they're building lakes.discaimer: they don't know, But maybe hiring them for my 16-acre lake project that I hope to start in about 4 months time indiaCindy Lawson (author) from Guernsey (Channel Island) on November 21, 2011: Good luck Andrew, I hope it really goes for you. Andrew on November 21, 2011: Hi thank you for getting back to me, how do we get a person in the village to think we need to
get the proper sewel enginer, we got the district council and he said his fine, [he only look at the lake [the lake you look at is about the size of the first picture, we don't think there's a problem. Thanks again. Cindy Lawson (Author) by Guernsey (Channel Island) on November 21, 2011:I Think you'll need to check this with your local authorities Andrew as laws vary from area to area, but it quite seems likely
some sort of inspection may be necessary with your lake's history. Surely I would advise you to take some third part liability insurance when you have a lake full of water again. Andrew on November 21, 2011: Hi we have cleaned out an old lake, silt fallen tree, there is a law that we have to get out a sewl engine to pass for the job, above one of your old villages, bust it 50 years ago in a flash flood on the
winter days, from YouCindy Lawson (author) Guernsey (Channel Island) on November 04, 2011: Welcome you Abdul. Thanks to the :)Abdul-Jabbar comment on 04 November 2011: thank you very much for the good information from Garnsey (Channel Islands) on 27 September 2011 really it cannot answer a sad baldeagle88, because my experience has been on the Channel Island of Guernsey, where
prices for everything from land to labour are far higher than the UK. You will get some quotes for getting a proper assessment of the land and cleaning the bullrush, digging it deep, etc. The total price you would have to pay for such a project is location specific, and having lived in S/E England myself I know it's quite an expensive area to buy property, but I'm not up to date with current prices.baldeagle88
September 26, 2011: I have a 1/2 acre pond adjacent to my property in S/E England which is completely covered in bulrushes, how Should I offer the owner and what will it cost to clarify? Stephen September 20, 2011: Hi MThank for your kind advice to you | It is for anyone who has trusted and would like to partner with me for a fishing lodge. EMAIL: flugork@yahoo.com Cindy Lawson (Author) from
Guernsey (Channel Island) September 19, 2011: Hi Stephen, thanks for the compliments. I wish there was a way to connect you with Duney, Sjack and Clarky so you can exchange ideas, but all the information I have on them is in their comments here, so I don't even have an email address for them. Your best bet here is to leave an email address, so if they, or anyone else, want to contact you, they can do
so through this page. Good luck with your fishing lodge, it's a beautiful idea and a great project.stephen think on September 19, 2011: Hi MISTYyour Hub is really good. I have been habouring an idea of a fishing lodge for quite some time now. I would like you to add me from the likes of Duney, Szack, Clarke and we see whether we can exchange views on having fishing lodges. I have fantastic ideas we can
share from Guernsey (Channel Island) on September 17, 2011: one additional feature you might want to consider adding is a small store that sells bait, such as boilies, insects, maggots (in different colors), sweetcorn (taste), lunch meat (also flavor), hooks, lines, floats etc. This site is convenient for fishing. Another option I've seen on other lakes is a 'packed lunch service' where you don't have to give
sandwiches, hot bacon rolls, flax of coffee etc to the bank so anglers have to bring their own. You can order it to do if you go around the lake in advance, take an order when they book for fish or even call them on your mobile phone by the lake (assuming you took their numbers when they booked). This can offer good extra income. Keep in mind that this is a long-term investment, because building a lake is
expensive, not really thousands of pounds, and unless your facility is top class, you'll wait with time to get in profit. However, coarse fishing is the most popular sport in the UK, so if you do it right you will be in with a good chance of succeeding. Make sure you do not give the land a 'skull', (anglers such as trees and bushes between them so that they have camouflage and privacy). Parking is important, and
angers don't want to rise to take miles to tackle all your fishing lakeside. Parking is also important. Offering anglers the option to allow 'bivvie up' (camp) overnight, as another major plus is so many places it's not allowed to chuck their anglers out at around 8 p.m. at night (the best time for overnight fishing is so a bad time not to allow any fishermen on site). You'll need to consider having a bailiff go around
the lake several times a day for people who try to fish illegally, or without a rod license Private property will also require this and can get it from the post office). You you Considering safety is to make sure Eastern Europeans do not try to hunt their carp as food (in many countries like Latvia carp is considered a delicacy, the trouble is that they are valuable fish here, so stealing them for food is a costly
disadvantage). I really hope it's all helped you, and you want the best of luck :)Cindy Lawson (author) from Guernsey (Channel Island) on September 17, 2011: Hi Anna, good questions, and first of all I should say that to make a good lake commercially bigger better viable. Our current lake is just under the size of a UK football pitch, and it offers about 12 fishing points (swims), each about 15 feet apart. Then
you need to remember the serious coarse anglers who want to fish for carp, common carp, mirror carp, ghost carp, etc. Another very popular fish is a Tench, mainly requiring a good depth of green Tench.Carp water to produce a decent weight/weight. Before the stream began to silt our lake were over 17 feet in depth locations, and still have plenty of lake 12-15 feet deep and the fish thrive and grow. Carp
are not cheap to buy, and bearing in mind they only gain 2-3lb a year in weight, you will need to buy them in a good size in the first place. If you seriously want your carp seriously interested in anglers then there should be 30-40lb+ in weight. You also have to try to make sure they come from a fishery where they can verify that they are KHV and SVC virus free, which are carp diseases that are now prevalent
in the UK. Each fishing swim ideally needs a minimum of 20 feet between it and the next one, but more like their privacy would be better as anglers and cross their lines if a fish on the hook doesn't want to draw the line in a neighboring anglers line up. A spherical lake is fine as long as there are 'features' such as islands within it. A meandering lake is also fine with perfect depth, but again the amenities are
good as the carp feeds against things like islands, under water lilies etc. You don't need decorating swims/jetties per angler unless there are overhanging trees etc behind the swim that requires the angler to be further out in the lake in order to avoid getting to snag in trees when he/she is not able to do so. We have 12 marked swims, of which only three are jetty/decorated swim. The facilities that will be
ideal will actually only include toilets. Most lakes also don't offer these because anglers are happy enough to go into the forest for those 'tasks'. I think café etc will ruin the experience for most anglers, who want things as close to nature as possible. You could offer to deal with the debt I feel, but giving it a deposit and dealing relevant to the lake and it would require far more input in terms of collecting later
on the agreed time, not to mention the deposit either. We always surprise new anglers to the lake by allowing pleasant clues, dogs on small BBQ and even small camp fires in designated areas. Most lakes do not allow these things, so it helped to gain popularity with people who hope former UK anglers who have helped guernsey.i hope this information, but feel free to contact me again if you :) More
questions: Hi there, we have complete beginners when it comes to fishing being more horse, but we have an agricultural property which means we have an agricultural property which means we need to carry out a friend suggested that we seriously consider building the lake and running it as a business. We own the land, we have our plant equipment and a stream feeds all our water troughs currently on a
10-acre site. We also want to use compost from our lithe yard to produce our bugs. A couple of questions are1 how big should a lake be profitable? If the average customer with day pass pays £10 and we want to earn a minimum of £500 per month. How much space is needed between customers? It's not entirely understandable just a cycle but a meandering lake which provides greater space for
customers and also a large lake for oxygen rather than small and deep. Who are the cheapest fish to buy stocks and so how deep for fish? Should my husband build jetty from bank for each customer to protect the land? What are the excellent features considered... Toilets, cafes' etcSorry if it's exhaustive, but you're expert and we prefer to contact an experienced person. Thanks Cindy Lawson (author)
from Garnsey (Channel Islands) on September 13, 2011: We did for the first few years, but like many things you'd like at any time, wore novelty and we just stood around to enjoy but didn't bother fishing. Other people still do though, but in November we're giving up the lake as we can no longer afford to accuse us of renting land owners. It's a real shame, but he won't negotiate rent at all so we are left with
no choice. :(Phillipandred188 September 13, 2011: It sounds interesting, misty. You could just be fishing at your home anytime you want. A lot of fun to do! Great Hub.Henry 96 on August 15, 2011: I like Carpsinghi Lawson (author) from Garnsey (Channel Islands) on August 14, 2011: Thanksgiving Trebooket, although it's actually more prepared for lakes than ponds, although I think the definition of
difference changes the country for the country. Here in the UK/British Isles a 'pond' would have set up small back yard types, perhaps 6ft x 4 feet containing goldfish etc. a lake would be anything much bigger than that. Our 'lake' is about the size of a British football pitch, or a tad smaller. Trebuchet from Buckeye State on August 14, 2011: Top Notch Hub.. । Useful insights for anyone considering a shot at
building the pond. Thanks Cindy Lawson (author) from Guernsey (Channel Islands) on March 30, 2011 I'm not sure I'm going to do this Can, as if it's a fountain it feels 'artificial' while our lake is pretty much entirely And so little or no maintenance is required unless a tree comes down or it actually gets silted. A 1 acre lake is large for a fountain, so I think maintenance may be low, but I would ask vendors for
advice if I were you, because it largely depends on if it is an artificial liner or if it is a natural clay clay lining etc. on March 30, 2011 Hi: Your vision is so informative, and wonderful! My question is how much maintenance is required for a lake. We are buying a house that has a 1 acre lake on the property. It is very clear, fish, stocked with plants, and a large fountain running. I've only done 100 gallon ponds
before, and so we have no knowledge on maintenance if any on a 1 acre lake. Thank you so much! Cindy Lawson (author) from Guernsey (Channel Island) January 13, 2011: Hi Carpkid, well our stream here in summer is very slow enough, but I wouldn't say the overall level of the lake has ever dropped over a few feet, even when it's actually hot enough for three or four weeks with no rain. Unless the lake
is deep enough it shouldn't dry up on a soil bed unless you're in a very warm climate. Hope it helps and good luck.carpkid on January 13, 2011: Hi Misty, I'm looking at digging a three acre lake on my dads farm to have some test holes and found it to be mud. I could pump in the water to fill it with a brook which is about a mile away. But once it's full no water supply how much you think water levels could
drop over a long dry sunny period. Cindy Lawson (author) from Guernsey (Channel Islands) November 28, 2010: Hi Clarki, I imagine that geological survey results will best determine the suitability of the area you have in mind. Without knowing the water supply it can provide well it's hard for me to comment, although the 'natural hollow' seems ideal as our lake is also in a natural valley where water tends to
drain anyway. Three acres should provide a good-sized lake, and depending on how much housing you want to build should be enough. Our lake and land is less than 3 acres and can happily provide fishing swims for up to 18 anglers. If we were allowed to build the log cabin or similar around the area there would still be plenty of room to do so. I am afraid I do not know where you can apply for European
grants or get advice on this though. It's not something I paid for as we took over our lake after the building was long completed and by a private person. Good luck with your project on November 27, 2010: Hi Misty, we are looking at a 3 acre site close to the north east coast of Bulgaria. We want to develop it as Carp Lake. The land sits in a natural hollow and looks ideal, although we will have a geological
survey before going any further. The lake has to be fed from a well that has been dug up to a depth of 30 meters. Would it be appropriate? To a Lake Big enough to have 3 acres and abode? We are going to look at the possibility of European grants to help with the cost of building this project. Any idea where I can get some advice? Cindy Lawson (author) from Guernsey (Channel Islands) november 05,
2010: A difficult one to give an odd answer, the problem is that labor costs vary excessively to the region, as does the cost of land. Assuming that you already had land it could be stoned, need to add soil, remove currents, etc. It's like saying how long is a piece of string? Even the size you want your lake to be is a factor in the price, plus the cost of plants and vegetation if no one is already on site. Whether
you want the island on the lake or not, how deep do you want the lake... This list goes on and on. All I can say is that the total cost if starting from scratch is going to be many tens of thousands of pounds, and it's not a project I would recommend you take over unless you're very rich or it's as part of a syndicate of people, maybe a fishing club or business.funny as on November 05 October 05, 2010: From this
costCindy Lawson (author) Guernsey (Channel Island) October 05, 2010: Hi Szack, no one stream needs to build a healthy lake, until it's time to keep it with fish, and it's overstock, 2010: How much money will costf this on November 05, 2010, and it's overstock , and it's the right plants to keep water healthy etc, so the only concern is you can be if you have a hot spell and the water level drops, but if you
are below the water level it is unlikely to cause you a problem. The problem.
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